To whomsoever it may concern
Please refer to the Terms & Conditions which you need to accept before you could register
for your Virtual Exhibition.
If you have any queries related to any of the points below, you may call our Help Desk on tollfree number 1800-266-9692 within the specified timings only (9:30am – 6:30pm).
Alternatively, you may write to us on info@exhibitionz.com
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Terms & Conditions:
Virtual Exhibition:
1. Please help us to help you.
2. In case there is a delay from you to upload any content (text, video, gif, image, etc) on
any of our platforms, Ramanora / Exibitionz.com will not be responsible for it. In such
cases no arguments / refunds will be entertained whatsoever.
3. You will upload only the finalized content (text, video, gif, image, etc). Ramanora /
Exhibitionz.com will not be responsible for making any changes / beautifications in your
content.
4. Any content (text, video, gif, image, etc) which is obscene is not permitted to be
uploaded. Use of foul / offensive language is strictly prohibited on any of our platforms.
5. In case we receive any complaint / objection from any source regarding any content
(text, video, gif, image, etc) that you have uploaded, it will need to be handled by you.
Such matters will not be handled by any of our representatives under any
circumstances.
6. All content (text, video, gif, image, etc) is supposed to be uploaded in the instructed
format only. No arguments / refunds will be entertained in case any of your content is
not compatible with our platform despite giving you clear instructions.
7. Ramanora / Exhibitionz.com do not hold any responsibility for the content that you have
uploaded. Hence, you are solely responsible for the same.
8. Ramanora / Exhibitionz.com reserve the right to delete any content if it is found
inappropriate (obscene / foul / offensive).
9. Our representative will shoot the required video/s with your allotted personal within
the pre-defined time-frame only.
10. The video/s to be shot should necessarily be done under your supervision, and those
will be the final videos. No conflicts will be entertained thereafter to change or re-shoot
any of the videos.
11. 360 Degree View – The exhibitor is expected to ensure that the machine setup and
other required facilities/people are presentable enough to be captured for 360 Degree
View.
12. The 360 Degree View camera captures an image within 1 Sec. In case there is a moving
machine/person which is captured within that 1 Sec, there is a high possibility of
showing a blur image trail.
13. No arguments / refunds will be entertained in case the systems / platforms fail due to
any natural calamities.
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14. You will be provided the services pertaining only to the package that you have selected.
Any additional service/s that you wish to avail for will need to be intimated and paid in
full at least 24 hours in advance.
15. In case you wish to extend the duration for your virtual booth beyond the defined time
period, you have the option to do so at an additional cost.
16. In case of any queries / complaints you will contact our Help Desk / Technical Support
team via our toll-free number 1800-266-9692 within the specified timings only (9:30am
– 6:30pm). Your call will be handled appropriately and a resolution will be provided to
you within 24 hours after raising a complaint. In case the resolution is taking additional
time due to unavoidable circumstances, you will be intimated accordingly by specifying
a time-frame along with a valid reason.
17. Ramanora holds the complete right to add/delete/alter any clauses without any prior
intimation.
18. In case of any legal proceedings, the case shall be presented to Ramanora Global’s
Headquarter based in Pune city.
360 Degree View:
1. Please help us to help you.
2. In case there is a delay from you to upload any content (text, video, gif, image, etc) on
any of our platforms, Ramanora / Exibitionz.com will not be responsible for it. In such
cases no arguments / refunds will be entertained whatsoever.
3. You will upload only the finalized content (text, video, gif, image, etc). Ramanora /
Exhibitionz.com will not be responsible for making any changes / beautifications in your
content.
4. Any content (text, video, gif, image, etc) which is obscene is not permitted to be
uploaded. Use of foul / offensive language is strictly prohibited on any of our platforms.
5. In case we receive any complaint / objection from any source regarding any content
(text, video, gif, image, etc) that you have uploaded, it will need to be handled by you.
Such matters will not be handled by any of our representatives under any
circumstances.
6. All content (text, video, gif, image, etc) is supposed to be uploaded in the instructed
format only. No arguments / refunds will be entertained in case any of your content is
not compatible with our platform despite giving you clear instructions.
7. Ramanora / Exhibitionz.com do not hold any responsibility for the content that you have
uploaded. Hence, you are solely responsible for the same.
8. Ramanora / Exhibitionz.com reserve the right to delete any content if it is found
inappropriate (obscene / foul / offensive).
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9. Our representative will shoot the required video/s with your allotted personal within
the pre-defined time-frame only.
10. The video/s to be shot should necessarily be done under your supervision, and those
will be the final videos. No conflicts will be entertained thereafter to change or re-shoot
any of the videos.
11. No arguments / refunds will be entertained in case the systems / platforms fail due to
any natural calamities.
12. You will be provided the services pertaining only to the package that you have selected.
Any additional service/s that you wish to avail for will need to be intimated and paid in
full at least 24 hours in advance.
13. In case of any queries / complaints you will contact our Help Desk / Technical Support
team via our toll-free number within the specified timings only (9:30am – 6:30pm). Your
call will be handled appropriately and a resolution will be provided to you within 24
hours after raising a complaint. In case the resolution is taking additional time due to
unavoidable circumstances, you will be intimated accordingly by specifying a time-frame
along with a valid reason.
14. Ramanora holds the complete right to add/delete/alter any clauses without any prior
intimation.
15. In case of any legal proceedings, the case shall be presented to Ramanora Global’s
Headquarter based in Pune city.
Text/Video Chat Facility:
1. This is a one-to-one chat facility and should be strictly treated as professional.
2. The conversation/deal/commitment/engagement happening through this facility is not
connected to the platform under any circumstances.
3. The chat facility is a connection point between two parties which is happening one-toone. Hence there will be no record saved of the conversation whatsoever.
4. We expect both the parties to acknowledge and respect the timings decided for the
video chat. In case one party does not remain present for the conversation at the
scheduled time, we will not be responsible.
5. This facility is powered by “Go to Meeting” and “Talk”, which is world’s largest platform
for text/video conferences. By accepting these Terms & Conditions, you automatically
accept the Terms & Conditions defined by “Go to Meeting” and “Talk”.
6. Ramanora holds the complete right to add/delete/alter any clauses without any prior
intimation.
7. In case of any legal proceedings, the case shall be presented to Ramanora Global’s
Headquarter based in Pune city.
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Exhibitor Website on Virtual Exhibition Platform:
1. The website URL added by you while registering will be the website showcased on this
platform.
2. In case you have added any inappropriate URL (Eg: Other Company, Porn, Adult Sites,
Obscene Content etc), we reserve the complete right to deactivate your account
without processing any refunds.
3. We do not hold any responsibility for any content on your website.
4. Ramanora holds the complete right to add/delete/alter any clauses without any prior
intimation.
5. In case of any legal proceedings, the case shall be presented to Ramanora Global’s
Headquarter based in Pune city.
Product Videos:
1. The videos will only be shot of those products which you have mentioned while filling up
the form for Virtual Exhibition.
2. The intro and outro of the video/s will essentially have the logo of EXCON 2017 and your
company.
3. You need to decide the Highlights/USP’s of your machine/s before shooting the video/s.
4. In case you wish to download or use the edited product videos shot during EXCON 2017,
they can be provided to you at an additional cost. The raw footages also can be
provided to you at an additional cost.
5. Ramanora holds the complete right to add/delete/alter any clauses without any prior
intimation.
6. In case of any legal proceedings, the case shall be presented to Ramanora Global’s
Headquarter based in Pune city.
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